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meaning of the ception which first was accorded to freuds discoveries in the domain of the unconscious when after 
years of patient observations he finally decided to appear Meaning in Absurdity: What bizarre phenomena can tell us 
about the nature of reality: 

1 of 1 review helpful Finally a leg for religious truth to stand on By zencat Any fan of Carl Jung might enjoy this 
deeply playful but very meaningful discussion of Jung s understanding of the Unconscious The book begins with and 
ends with discussions of Jungian depth psychology In the middle is the discussion of quantum physics where things 
are often not what they seem Of course you don t need familiarity with This book is an experiment Inspired by the 
bizarre and uncanny it is an attempt to use science and rationality to lift the veil off the irrational Its ways are 
unconventional weaving along its path one finds UFOs and fairies quantum mechanics analytic philosophy history 
mathematics and depth ps About the Author Dr Bernardo Kastrup has been a scientist in some of the world s foremost 
scientific laboratories A successful entrepreneur he is currently an executive in an influential technology company 
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